In network communication, the source often transmits messages at several different information rates within a session. How to deal with information transmission and network error correction simultaneously under different rates is introduced in this paper as a variable-rate network error correction problem. Apparently, linear network error correction maximum distance separable (MDS) codes are expected to be used for these different rates guaranteeing the maximal errorcorrecting capability. For this purpose, designing a linear network error correction MDS code based on the existing results for each information rate is an alternative solution, but it is inefficient due to its high complexity. In order to solve the problem more efficiently, we present the concept of variablerate linear network error correction MDS codes preserving local encoding kernels, that is, these linear network error correction MDS codes of different rates have the same local encoding kernel at each internal node. Thus, each nonsource node always uses the same local kernel for coding, no matter what the rate is. Furthermore, we propose an approach to construct such a family of variable-rate network MDS codes and give an algorithm for efficient implementation. This approach economizes the storage space for each internal node, and saves resources and time for transmissions on networks. Moreover, the performance of our proposed algorithm is analyzed, including the field size, the time complexity, the encoding complexity at the source node, and the decoding methods. Finally, a random method is introduced for constructing such a family of variable-rate network MDS codes, and a lower bound on the success probability of this random method is given, which shows that this probability will approach to one as the base field size goes to infinity.
then developed by Ahlswede et al. [2] . In [2] , the authors showed that if coding is applied at network nodes, rather than routing alone, the source node can multicast messages to all sink nodes at the theoretically maximum rate-the smallest minimum cut capacity between the source and each sink node, as the alphabet size of information sources approaches infinity. Li et al. [3] further indicated that linear network coding with finite alphabet size is sufficient for multicast. Koetter and Médard [4] developed an algebraic characterization of linear network coding. Subsequently, Jaggi et al. [5] proposed a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm for constructing a linear network code. For a detailed and comprehensive discussion of network coding, refer to [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Unfortunately, many types of errors may occur in practical network transmission due to different reasons, such as link failures (also called erasure errors or data losses) caused by traffic jam [4] , [7] , [10] , random errors caused by channel noise [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , errors in headers 1 [14] , [20] , and injected corrupt errors caused by malicious attacks [21] [22] [23] . Since coding operations are allowed in network coding theory, the network transmission using network coding is highly susceptible to errors, and even a single error has the potential to affect all messages gathered by an information receiver. In order to deal with such problems, network error correction (NEC) based on network coding was studied. Cai and Yeung proposed the original idea of network error correction coding in their conference paper [11] and developed it in their journal papers [12] , [13] . They introduced the concept of network error correction codes as a generalization of classical errorcorrecting codes, and extended some important bounds in classical coding theory to network error correction coding, such as the Singleton bound, the Hamming bound, and the Gilbert-Varshamov bound. Zhang [14] , Yang et al. [15] , and Yang [24] presented the refined Singleton bound independently by the different approaches. Further, the linear network error correction codes satisfying this bound with equality are called linear network error correction maximum distance separable (MDS) codes, or network MDS codes for short.
Koetter and Kschischang [16] (see also [17] , [25] ) formulated a different framework for network error correction coding when a noncoherent network model is under consideration, in which neither source node nor sink node are assumed This paper is divided into 6 sections. In the next section, we first review linear network coding and linear network error correction coding, and then give some necessary notation and definitions. Section III is devoted to constructing such a family of variable-rate network MDS codes and designing an algorithm for efficient implementation. In this section, we give a method to construct low-dimensional linear network MDS codes from a high-dimensional one such that both of them have the same local encoding kernel at each non-source node. We give a constructive proof to show the existence of the local-kernel-preserving variable-rate network MDS codes. Actually, the existence may be proved more easily by a random method as used in [29] [30] [31] . But the constructive approach is much more important because of its widely potential applications. Subsequently, we design an algorithm for efficient implementation of our approach. Section IV is devoted to the performance analysis of our proposed algorithm in Section III, including the field size, the time complexity of the algorithm, the encoding complexity at the source node, and the decoding methods. Section V is devoted to the random variable-rate network MDS codes which preserve local encoding kernels, and gives some comparisons with other frameworks for network error correction for the noncoherent case. In [18] , [28] and [30] , the performance of random approach for network error correction was studied, including error correction capabilities and failure probability of constructing optimal codes. To be specific, Cai [28] indicated that network error correction is possible by applying the strongly generic linear network codes when some conditions are satisfied, and the author also showed that random construction can guarantee that a random linear network code is strongly generic with high probability for sufficiently large coding fields. Balli et al. [30] gave the probability mass function of the minimum distance of random linear network error correction codes, and proposed an upper bound on the required field size for the existence of a network error correction code with degradation. In [18] , Guang et al. further investigated the performance analysis of random linear network error correction coding. In order to characterize the performance, they defined failure probabilities of constructing general network error correction codes, in particular, network MDS codes, by using random method. The upper bounds on the probabilities were obtained, which slightly improve on the probability mass function of the minimum distance as well as the required field size. In this section, a random approach for implementing variable-rate network error correction MDS codes with local-kernel-preserving property is proposed and then a lower bound on the success probability to construct them by using the random approach is derived. This success probability characterizes the performance of this random method, and our lower bound implies that, if the field size is sufficiently large, the random method can construct such a family of variable-rate network MDS codes of local-kernelpreserving property with high probability close to one. The last section summarizes the works done in this paper and proposes some topics for further research. The important notation used frequently through the paper is listed in Appendix for inquiry.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In the present paper, we follow [14] , [18] with their notation and terminology. A communication network is represented as a finite acyclic directed graph G = (V, E), where V and E are the sets of nodes and channels of the network, respectively. The node set V consists of three disjoint subsets S, T , and J , where S is the set of source nodes, T is the set of sink nodes, and J = V − S − T is the set of internal nodes. A direct edge e = (i, j ) ∈ E stands for a channel leading from node i to node j . Node i is called the tail of e and node j is called the head of e, denoted by tail(e) and head(e), respectively. Correspondingly, the channel e is called an outgoing channel of i and an incoming channel of j . For a node i , define Out(i ) as the set of outgoing channels of i and In(i ) as the set of incoming channels of i , and formally,
Furthermore, for each channel e ∈ E, there exists a positive number R e , say the capacity of e. We allow multiple channels between two nodes and thus assume reasonably that the capacity of any channel is 1 per unit time, that is, one field element can be transmitted over a channel in one unit time. A cut between two nodes i and j is a set of channels whose removal disconnects i from j . For unit capacity channels, the capacity of a cut can be regarded as the number of channels in it, and the minimum of all capacities of cuts between i and j is called the minimum cut capacity between the two nodes. A cut between node i and node j is called a minimum cut if its capacity achieves the minimum cut capacity. Note that there may exist several minimum cuts between i and j , but the minimum cut capacity between them is determined. In addition, following the direction of the channels, there is an upstream-to-downstream order (ancestral topological order) on the channels in E which is consistent with the partial order of all channels. The coordinates of all vectors and the rows/columns of all matrices in this paper are indexed according to this upstream-to-downstream order. In particular, if L is such a matrix whose column vectors are indexed by a subset B ⊆ E of channels according to this upstream-todownstream order, then we use some symbol with subscript e, such as l e , e ∈ B, to denote the column vector indexed by the channel e, and the matrix L is written as a column-vector form L = l e : e ∈ B . Similarly, if L is a matrix whose row vectors are indexed by this subset B of channels, then we use some symbol with e inside a pair of brackets, such as l(e), to denote the row vector corresponding to e, and the matrix L is written as a row-vector form L = l(e) : e ∈ B .
A. Linear Network Coding
In this paper, we consider single source networks, i.e., |S| = 1, and the unique source node is denoted by s, which generates messages and transmits them to all sink nodes over the network by a linear network code. The source node s has no incoming channels and any sink node has no outgoing channels. But we introduce the concept of imaginary incoming channels of the source node s and assume that these imaginary incoming channels provide the source messages to s. Let the information rate be ω symbols per unit time. Then s has ω imaginary incoming channels denoted by d 1 , d 2 , · · · , d ω and let In(s) = {d 1 , d 2 , · · · , d ω }. The source messages are ω symbols X = [X 1 X 2 · · · X ω ] arranged in a row vector where each X i is an element of the base field F . Subsequently, they are assumed to be transmitted to s through the ω imaginary incoming channels in In(s). Without loss of generality, assume that the message transmitted over the i th imaginary channel is the i th source message. Further, at each node i ∈ V − T , there is an |In(i )| × |Out(i )| matrix K i = [k d,e ] d∈In(i),e∈Out(i) , called the local encoding kernel at i , where k d,e ∈ F is called the local encoding coefficient for the adjacent pair (d, e) of channels. We use U e to denote the message transmitted over the channel e. Hence, at the source node s, we have U d i = X i , 1 ≤ i ≤ ω. For others, the message U e transmitted over the channel e ∈ E is calculated recursively by the formulae
Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that U e is actually a linear combination of the ω source symbols X i , 1 ≤ i ≤ ω, that is, there is an ω-dimensional column vector f e over the base field F such that U e = X · f e (see also [6] , [7] ). This column vector f e is called the global encoding kernel of a channel e, and can be determined recursively as follows:
with boundary condition that f d i , 1 ≤ i ≤ ω, form the standard basis of the vector space F ω .
B. Linear Network Error Correction Coding
In the case that an error occurs on a channel e, the output of the channel isŨ e = U e + Z e , where U e is the message that should be transmitted over the channel e and Z e ∈ F is the error occurred on e. We also treat the error Z e as a message called error message. Further, let the error vector be an |E|-dimensional row vector Z = [Z e : e ∈ E] over the field F with each component Z e representing the error occurred on the corresponding channel e. Firstly, we introduce the extended network as follows. In the network G = (V, E), for each channel e ∈ E, an imaginary channel e is introduced, which is connected to the tail of e in order to provide the error message Z e . This new networkG = (Ṽ ,Ẽ) including all imaginary channels is called the extended network of G,
Obviously, |E | = |E|. Then a linear network code for the original network G can be extended to a linear network code for the extended networkG by setting k e ,e = 1 and k e ,d = 0 for others d ∈ E\{e}. Note that, for each internal node i in the extended networkG, In(i ) only includes the real incoming channels of i , that is, the imaginary channels e corresponding to e ∈ Out(i ) are not in In(i ). But for the source node s, we still define In(s) = {d 1 , d 2 , · · · , d ω }. In order to distinguish two different types of imaginary channels, we say d i , 1 ≤ i ≤ ω, the imaginary message channels and e for e ∈ E the imaginary error channels. Similarly, we can also define global encoding kernelsf e for all e ∈Ẽ, which is an (ω + |E|)-dimensional column vector and the entries can be indexed by the channels in In(s) ∪ E. To be specific, for imaginary message channels d i , 1 ≤ i ≤ ω, and imaginary error channels e ∈ E , letf d i = 1 d i andf e = 1 e , where 1 d is an (ω +|E|)-dimensional column vector which is the indicator function of d ∈ In(s) ∪ E. Thus, the vectorsf e corresponding to both ω imaginary message channels and |E| imaginary error channels form the standard basis of the vector space F ω+|E| . For other global encoding kernelsf e , e ∈ E, we have the following recursive formulaẽ f e = d∈In(tail(e)) k d,efd + 1 e , where the (ω + |E|)-dimensional column vector 1 e is still the indicator function of the channel e. We callf e the extended global encoding kernel of the channel e for the original network. At each sink node t ∈ T , the received message vectorŨ t [Ũ e : e ∈ In(t)] and the decoding matrix F t f e : e ∈ In(t) are available, and we have the following decoding equation
which can be used for decoding and error correction (refer to [14] and [18] ). Similar to linear network codes [6] , [7] , we can also define a linear network error correction code by a global description.
Definition 1 [Global Description of a Linear Network Error Correction (LNEC) Code]:
An ω-dimensional F -valued LNEC code consists of all extended global encoding kernels for all channels including imaginary message channels and imaginary error channels, which satisfy:
2) for other channels e ∈ E,
where k d,e ∈ F is the local encoding coefficient for the adjacent channel pair (d, e) with d ∈ In(tail(e)). Further, we give the following notation and definitions. Definition 2: For each channel e ∈ E, the extended global encoding kernelf e is written as follows:
. . .
. . . Recall thatF t = f e : e ∈ In(t) is the decoding matrix at the sink node t ∈ T . Denote by row t (d) the row vector of the decoding matrixF t indexed by the channel d ∈ In(s) ∪ E. These row vectors are of dimension |In(t)|. Hence,
⎤ ⎥ ⎦ are two matrices of sizes ω × |In(t)| and |E| × |In(t)|, respectively. We use ρ to denote an error pattern which can be regarded as a set of channels. We say that an error message vector Z matches an error pattern ρ, if Z e = 0 for all e ∈ E\ρ, that is, no errors happen on channels in E\ρ. Throughout this paper, we use 0 to denote an all zero row vector, whose dimension will always be clear from the context.
Definition 3 ([14, Defintion 3]):
Let ρ be an error pattern. Define the following two vector spaces as
We call (t, ρ) and (t) the error space of the error pattern ρ and the message space with respect to the sink node t, respectively. Let L be a collection of vectors in some vector space. For convenience, we use L to represent the subspace spanned by all vectors in L. Thus, the two space vectors (t, ρ) and (t) can be written respectively as:
Definition 4 ( [14, Definition 4] ): An error pattern ρ 1 is said to be dominated by another error pattern ρ 2 with respect to a sink node t, if (t, ρ 1 ) ⊆ (t, ρ 2 ) holds for any linear network code. This relation is denoted by ρ 1 ≺ t ρ 2 .
Definition 5 ([14, Definition 5] ): The rank of an error pattern ρ with respect to a sink node t is defined by
where |ρ | denotes the cardinality of the error pattern ρ .
The above definition of the rank of an error pattern is abstract, and so we give the following proposition in order to understand this concept more intuitively.
Proposition 1 ([18, Proposition 1]): For an error pattern ρ, say ρ = {e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e l } with e j ∈ In(i j ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ l, introduce a source node s ρ and define new edges e j = (s ρ , i j ). Replace each e j by e j on the network, that is, add e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e l on the network and delete e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e l from the network. Then the rank of the error pattern ρ with respect to a sink node t is equal to the minimum cut capacity between s ρ and t. Definition 6 ([14, Definition 6] ): An ω-dimensional LNEC code is called a regular code if for any sink node t ∈ T , dim( (t)) = ω, or equivalently, Rank(F t ) = ω.
Actually, if the considered code is not regular, i.e., Rank(F t ) < ω for at least one sink node t ∈ T , then even in the error-free case, the code is not decodable at at least one sink node t ∈ T , not to mention network error correction. Therefore, we consider regular codes for all information rates.
Definition 7 ([14, Definition 7] ): The minimum distance of a regular LNEC code at sink node t is defined as
. Now, for LNEC codes, we can give the refined Singleton bound as follows.
Proposition 2 (The Refined Singleton Bound): Let d (t ) min be the minimum distance of a regular LNEC code at a sink node t ∈ T . Then
is called the redundancy of the sink node t with C t being the minimum cut capacity between s and t, and ω being the information rate.
We adopt the convention that a regular LNEC code which satisfies the refined Singleton bound with equality for all sink nodes is called a LNEC maximum distance separable (MDS) code, or a network MDS code for short.
III. VARIABLE-RATE NETWORK MDS CODES
In a single source finite acyclic communication network G, assume that the source transmits the messages at several different rates ω 1 , ω 2 , · · · , ω h within a session, and let ω = max{ω 1 , ω 2 , · · · , ω h } satisfying ω ≤ min t ∈T C t to avoid triviality, where again C t is the minimum cut capacity between the source node s and the sink node t.
According to the constructive algorithm of LNEC codes [18, Algorithm 1], we know that an ω-dimensional linear network error correction MDS code can be designed on G in polynomial time. In this section, we will present our solution of the variable-rate network error correction coding problem. Briefly speaking, our key idea is to construct a lowrate network MDS code from a high-rate one, and meanwhile keep the local-kernel-preserving property, i.e., both the low-rate and high-rate network MDS codes have the same local encoding kernel at each internal node. To be specific, if one ω-dimensional network MDS code is given, we will take advantage of this ω-dimensional network MDS code to construct an (ω − 1)-dimensional LNEC code with the same local encoding kernels at all non-source nodes, and keep the MDS property. Subsequently, a constructive algorithm is proposed. By using this algorithm recursively, we can construct all ω i -dimensional (1 ≤ i ≤ h) network MDS codes with the same local encoding kernels at all non-source nodes.
At first, we need several lemmas below.
Consequently,
To simply notation, let r i = row i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. It follows that we only need to prove that, for any (m − 1)dimensional vector k = [k 1 k 2 · · · k m−1 ] ∈ F m−1 , the (m−1) row vectors r j r j +k j r m , 1 ≤ j ≤ m−1, are linearly independent. Conversely, suppose that r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r m−1 are linearly dependent. This implies that there exist (m − 1) elements a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a m−1 of F , not all 0, such that a 1 r 1 + a 2 r 2 + · · · + a m−1 r m−1 = 0, that is,
Since r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r m are linearly independent vectors, we further have a 1 = a 2 = · · · = a m−1 = a 1 k 1 + a 2 k 2 + · · · + a m−1 k m−1 = 0, particularly, a 1 = a 2 = · · · = a m−1 = 0, which is a contradiction. So r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r m−1 are linearly independent. That is, for any
The lemma is proved. Consequently, we obtain the following corollary directly. Corollary 2: Let the set {f e : e ∈ E} constitute a global description of a regular LNEC code over a network G, and
where I a represents the a × a identity matrix, and 0 a×b represents the a × b all-zero matrix. Actually, for the columnvectorf
(ω−1) e ( k), its i th (1 ≤ i ≤ ω − 1) entry equals to the i th entry off e plus the product of k i and the ωth entry off e , i.e., f e (d i )+k i · f e (d ω ), and other entries are unchanged, equal to the corresponding entries off e . Lemma 3: If {f e : e ∈ E} constitutes a global description of an ω-dimensional F -valued regular LNEC code C ω over an acyclic network G, then {f (ω−1) e ( k) : e ∈ E} constitutes a global description of an (ω − 1)-dimensional regular LNEC code over G. In particular, the local encoding kernel of this (ω − 1)-dimensional code at each non-source node is the same as that of the original ω-dimensional code C ω .
Proof: Let k d,e ∈ F be the local encoding coefficient in the original ω-dimensional code C ω for the adjacent pair (d, e) of channels. First, we show that {f 
By convention, assume that the extended global encoding kernels of the (ω − 1) imaginary message channels arẽ
form the standard basis of F ω−1 . Case 1: For each channel e ∈ Out(s), we havẽ
where the equation (3) follows from f e (d i ) = k d i ,e , the local encoding coefficient for the adjacent pair
e is an (ω − 1) + |E| -dimensional column vector which is the indicator function of the channel e. Case 2: For other non-imaginary channels e / ∈ Out(s), we know from (1)
Multiplying both sides by the matrix
together with (2), yields that
for all adjacent channel pairs (d, e). Combining the above two cases,
: e ∈ E} consists of all extended global encoding kernels of an (ω − 1)-dimensional LNEC code, and for each adjacent pair (d, e) of channels d, e ∈ E, k d,e is also the local encoding coefficient of this (ω − 1)-dimensional code.
Applying Corollary 2 and the fact that the ω-dimensional LNEC code C ω is regular, we can claim that {f (ω−1) e ( k) : e ∈ E} constitutes an (ω−1)-dimensional regular LNEC code, and thus accomplish the proof.
Moreover, we need the following lemma, which gives three equivalent relations on the minimum distance.
Lemma 4 ([18, Proposition 2]): For the minimum distance of a regular LNEC code at every sink node t, we have the following equalities:
For a network MDS code, define a set of error patterns for each sink node t ∈ T :
Next, we give the following lemma.
Lemma 5: For an ω-dimensional network MDS code on G, it follows that for any sink node t ∈ T and any error pattern
Proof: Giving a network MDS code, we know d (t ) min = C t − ω + 1 = δ t + 1 for each sink node t ∈ T . Hence, by (4)
For any ρ ∈ Q(t), the fact |ρ| = δ t + 1 implies that dim( (t, ρ)) ≤ |ρ| = δ t + 1.
On the other hand, by Lemma 4 and the definition of network MDS codes, it is readily seen that
Combining the inequalities (5) and (6), one has dim( (t, ρ)) = δ t + 1 = |ρ|.
For simplicity,
Suppose that dim( (t, ρ) ∩ (t)) ≥ 2 and then let l 1 , l 2 be two linearly independent vectors in the intersection vector space (t, ρ) ∩ (t). Then there exist a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a d in F , not all 0, and b 1 , b 2 , · · · , b d in F , not all 0, such that
Further, for all i = 1, 2, · · · , d, we claim that either a i or b i is zero. Assume the contrary, that is, there exists some
and a i l 2 − b i l 1 = 0 because of the linear independence of l 1 and l 2 , which means that (t, ρ\{e i }) ∩ (t) = {0}. Hence,
which is a contradiction to d (t ) min = δ t + 1. Now, we can say that for all i = 1, 2, · · · , d, either a i = 0 or b i = 0.
Without loss of generality, assume a 1 = 0 and b 1 = 0. That is, the non-zero vector
It also follows that
This also violates the condition d (t ) min = δ t + 1. Therefore, we have shown that dim( (t, ρ)∩ (t)) = 1 for any ρ ∈ Q(t). This completes the proof.
Lemma 6: For an acyclic network G, give an ω-dimensional F -valued linear network MDS code over the field of cardinality |F | > t ∈T |Q(t)|. Then there exists an (ω − 1)-dimensional column vector k = [k 1 k 2 · · · k ω−1 ] ∈ F ω−1 such that for each sink node t ∈ T and each error pattern ρ ∈ Q(t),
Proof: First, we show that, for a fixed sink node t ∈ T and a fixed ρ ∈ Q(t), there exists an
Clearly, (ω−1) (t, k) ⊆ (t). This shows that
Using formulae (9), (10) and dim( (t, ρ) ∩ (t)) = 1 from Lemma 5, we have
To simply notation, again let r i = row t (d i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ ω and r j = r j + k j r ω , 1 ≤ j ≤ ω − 1. Then r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r ω form a basis of vector space (t), and r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r ω−1 form a basis of vector space (ω−1) (t, k) since r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r ω−1 are linearly independent from Corollary 2.
Let l be a non-zero vector in (t, ρ) ∩ (t). Then there exist unique elements a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a ω ∈ F , not all 0, such that l = a 1 r 1 + a 2 r 2 + · · · + a ω−1 r ω−1 + a ω r ω .
Moreover, it is certain that l ∈ (t, ρ)
Hence,
Due to both representations (11) and (12) of l, one has a i = b i for 1 ≤ i ≤ ω − 1 and
This implies that, for any
which is obviously impossible. Therefore, there exists an (ω − 1)-dimensional column vector k ∈ F ω−1 such that (t, ρ) ∩ (ω−1) (t, k) = {0}. Furthermore, consider the following set
It is not hard to see |K (t, ρ)| = |F | ω−2 , and, because (t, ρ) . Thus, K (t, ρ) can be rewritten as the following equivalent form:
At last, we show that |F ω−1 \ ∪ t ∈T ∪ ρ∈Q(t ) K (t, ρ)| > 0 under the condition |F | > t ∈T |Q(t)|. This follows because
The lemma is proved. Under the support of the above five lemmas, we can give the main theorem below.
Theorem 7: Let C ω be an ω-dimensional F -valued network MDS code. If the size of the base field F satisfies |F | > t ∈T |Q(t)|, then there exists an (ω − 1)-dimensional F -valued network MDS code for this network G of local encoding kernels the same as that of C ω at all non-source nodes.
Proof: For the given network MDS code on an acyclic network G, Lemmas 3 and 6 imply that there exists an (ω−1)-
: e ∈ E} is the set of all extended global encoding kernels of an (ω − 1)-dimensional regular LNEC code, and
for any t ∈ T and any error pattern ρ ∈ Q(t).
On the other hand, by the definition of network MDS codes and Lemma 4, we know (t, ρ) ∩ (t) = {0} for all error patterns ρ with |ρ| < δ t + 1. Hence, for any error pattern ρ satisfying either |ρ| < δ t + 1, or |ρ| = δ t + 1 but (t, ρ)
Combining the above, for any t ∈ T and any error pattern ρ with |ρ| ≤ δ t + 1, it always follows
which implies that
On the other hand, the refined Singleton bound on LNEC codes (Proposition 2) indicates that, for each sink node t ∈ T ,
Thus, we deduce d Again let C ω be an ω-dimensional F -valued network MDS code over an acyclic network G. Using the above constructive method recursively, if the field size |F | is big enough ( to be discussed below), then, for any information rate ω ≤ ω, it is feasible to construct an ω -dimensional F -valued network MDS code over the network G satisfying the localkernel-preserving condition that the local encoding kernels of this ω -dimensional network MDS code at all internal nodes are the same as that of the original ω-dimensional network MDS code.
Next, we will focus on the required field size for constructing such a family of variable-rate network MDS codes. By [18, Th. 5 and Algorithm 1], it follows that if
we can construct an ω-dimensional network MDS code C ω . By Theorem 7, if |F | > t ∈T |Q(t)|, where recall (4) that
min , we can construct an (ω − 1)-dimensional network MDS code C ω−1 keeping local encoding kernels at all internal nodes the same as C ω . Subsequently, for any error pattern ρ with rank t (ρ) < δ t + 1, we have (t, ρ) ∩ (t) = {0} due to the definition of the minimum distance
then, applying our approach, we can construct two local-kernel-preserving network MDS codes with respective information rates ω and ω − 1.
Recursively, if the field size satisfies
we can construct all ω -dimensional (1 ≤ ω ≤ ω) network MDS codes and all of them have the same local encoding kernel at each internal node, which is stated in the following theorem. Theorem 8: If the the base field size |F | satisfies
then we can construct a family of F -valued local-kernelpreserving network MDS codes of dimensions 1, 2, · · · , ω.
we are more able to construct such a family of variable-rate network MDS codes of dimensions 1, 2, · · · , ω, which have the same local encoding kernel at each internal node. This result is described by the following corollary. Corollary 9: If the size of the base field satisfies
then we can construct a family of F -valued local-kernelpreserving network MDS codes of dimensions 1, 2, · · · , ω. Remark 10: In most communication networks, C t ≤ |E| 2 (in general C t |E| 2 ) for every sink node t ∈ T . Therefore, max 1≤i≤ω t ∈T |E| C t −i = t ∈T |E| C t −1 , which shows that we can construct such a family of variable-rate network MDS codes provided |F | > t ∈T |E| C t −1 . Now, we can give an algorithm for constructing such a family of variable-rate network MDS codes based on the above discussions.
Step 1: Construct an ω-dimensional network MDS code C ω by [18, Algorithm 1]
where K (t, ρ) is a collection of (ω−1)-dimensional F -valued column vectors as defined in Lemma 6.
Step 3: {f
(ω−1) e ( k) : e ∈ E} constitutes an (ω − 1)dimensional F -valued network MDS code, which has the same local encoding kernel as that of C ω at every internal node. Using this algorithm recursively, we can construct a family of variable-rate network MDS codes of dimensions 1, 2, · · · , ω, and all of them have the same local encoding kernel at every internal node.
Next, we give a simple example to show how to apply the algorithm to construct an (ω − 1)-dimensional network MDS code from an ω-dimensional network MDS code and keep the same local encoding kernels at all internal nodes.
Example 1: Let G be a network with C t 1 = C t 2 = 3 as depicted in Fig. 1, and let 
For simplicity, for all d i ∈ In(s), e j ∈ Out(s), denote by k d i , j the local encoding coefficient of the adjacent channel pair (d i , e j ); and for e i , e j ∈ E with tail(e j ) = head(e i ), denote by k i, j the local encoding coefficient of the adjacent channel pair (e i , e j ). Let the base field F be F 3 , and all local encoding coefficients be
= k 3,6 = k 3,7 = 1. and the decoding matrices at sink nodes t 1 and t 2 are given respectively bỹ
By checking the row vector ofF t 1 (respectively,F t 2 ), we can see that the intersections of all one-dimensional error spaces with the message space are null space, which means that the minimum distance of this code at t 1 (resp. t 2 ) is 2. This shows that {f e : e ∈ E} constitutes a global description of a two-dimensional F 3 -valued network MDS code over the network G.
Further we can choose an one-dimensional F 3 -valued column vector k = k = 1 according to our approach, and then after a simple calculation, we have
3,6 ( k) = k 3,6 = 1, and k (ω−1) 3,7 ( k) = k 3,7 = 1, and the (ω−1)-dimensional decoding matrices are given below
By checking the row vectors ofF
we can see that all intersections of every two-dimensional error space with the message space are null space. This implies that the minimum distance of this code at t 1 (resp. t 2 ) is 3. Therefore, {f (ω−1) e ( k) : e ∈ E} constitutes an one-dimensional F 3 -valued network MDS code and the local encoding kernel at every internal node is the same as that of {f e : e ∈ E}.
Remark 11: For the proposed variable-rate network error correction problem in the paper, we have to simultaneously consider the information transmission and network error correction, or equivalently, the regular property and MDS property of the codes. If we assume that all channels are errorfree, in other words, only information transmission is under the consideration, our constructive algorithm degenerates into an algorithm to construct variable-rate linear network codes presented in [10] 
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we will focus on the performance of our proposed algorithm for constructing variable-rate network MDS codes in different aspects including the field size, the computational complexity of the algorithm, the encoding complexity at the source node, and the decoding methods.
First, recall that Yang et al. [15] proposed two algorithms for constructing network MDS codes and both of them design the codebook at the source node and local encoding kernels separately. The first one needs to find a codebook based on a given set of local encoding kernels, and the second one needs to find a set of local encoding kernels based on a given classical error-correcting code at the source node satisfying a certain minimum distance requirement as the codebook. Thus, the first algorithm seems likely that it is feasible to design variable-rate network MDS codes to solve the considered variable-rate problem herein. As described by Yang et al. [15] , they just give a method to find the proper codebook at the source node and for the part of constructing local encoding kernels, directly make use of the existing Jaggi et al.s' algorithm [5] . Actually, the way of Jaggi et al.s' algorithm to obtain linear network codes is to construct global encoding kernels for all channels one by one from the source node s to each sink t ∈ T , particularly including all outgoing channels of the source node. In other words, the matrix of all global kernels M f e : e ∈ E is designed. Further, each sink node t ∈ T can use the corresponding decoding matrix:
where we use A ρ to denote a |ρ| × |E| matrix with ρ being a subset of channels, i.e., A ρ = [A d,e ] d∈ρ,e∈E , and
In particularly, note that A In(t ) = [A d,e ] d∈In(t ),e∈E and A Out(s) = [A d,e ] d∈Out(s),e∈E . Thus, by [4] (also see [6] , [7] ), we can obtain
where besides that denote ' s algorithm to achieve the above requirements, that is, construct local encoding kernels at all internal nodes such that Rank(F s,t ) = r t for each t ∈ T . We believe that modifying Jaggi et al.s' algorithm supposedly makes sense. Furthermore, even assuming that all local encoding kernels at internal nodes are given such that Rank(F s,t ) = r t for each sink node t ∈ T , our proposed algorithm still has some advantages in different aspects such as the size of base finite field, the computational complexity of algorithms, the encoding complexity at the source node, and the decoding algorithms. In the following, we will present the detailed discussions to characterize the performance analysis of these algorithms.
A. Field Size
From [18] , we have known that the required field size of our algorithm for constructing a network MDS code is smaller (in some cases much smaller) than that of Yang et al.s' algorithms. If the variable-rate network MDS codes are considered simultaneously, we can give the similar conclusions.
Without loss of generality, we consider two variablerate network MDS codes with respective information rates ω and ω − 1. As stated in the last section, we have obtained that if the base field size
then, applying our algorithm, we can construct two local-kernel-preserving network MDS codes with respective information rates ω and ω − 1, that is, the constructed (ω − 1)-dimensional and ω-dimensional network MDS codes C ω−1 and C ω have the same local encoding kernels at all internal nodes. Particularly, if δ t + 1 ≤ C t /2 , then we have |R t (δ t )| ≤ |R t (δ t + 1)| from [18, Lemma 9] , which means that the field size satisfying |F | > t ∈T |R t (δ t + 1)| is enough. In fact, notice that the field size satisfying
is enough for constructing such two network MDS codes.
This implies that the left hand side of the above inequality is big enough for the required field size for the existence of (ω − 1)-dimensional network MDS codes, which usually is smaller than the previous result t ∈T |R t (δ t + 1)| proposed in [18] . Therefore, in spite of our construction guaranteeing the MDS property and local-kernel-preserving property simultaneously for variable rates, the required field size does not increase compared with only constructing network MDS codes without the consideration of local-kernel-preserving property.
On the other hand, by [15, Th. 10] , in order to construct an ω-dimensional network MDS code, the required field size is not less than t ∈T |E| δ t . Further, for constructing an (ω − 1)dimensional network MDS code, the required field size is not less than
Combining the above, the required base field size of Yang et al.s' Algorithm 1 satisfies:
In particular, if δ t + 1 ≤ |E|/2 , then we deduce |F | > t ∈T |E| δ t +1 . In addition, [18, Lemma 6] shows that [18, Example 1]). To be specific, G is a single source multicast network with N = 6 internal nodes, where there is one and only one channel from the source node s to each internal node, and arbitrary k = 4 internal nodes are connective with one and only one sink node, which implies that there are totally 6 4 = 15 sink nodes. Thus, for G, we know that |J | = 6, |T | = 6 4 = 15, and |E| = 6 + 4 × 6 4 = 66. It is evident that the minimum cut capacity C t between s and any sink node t is 4. For example, Fig. 2 shows a combination network with N = 3, k = 2.
Furthermore, let the information rates be ω = 2 and ω = 1, and thus δ t (ω=2) = C t − 2 = 2 and δ t (ω=1) = C t − 1 = 3, respectively. Therefore, for each sink node t ∈ T , one has
which further leads to
So the field size satisfying |F | > 480 is enough for our proposed algorithm. On the other hand, we further calculate which is also the encoding time complexity at the source node by using Yang et al.s' algorithm.
Since |Q(t)| ≤ |R t (δ t + 1)| ≤ |E| δ t +1 for each sink node t ∈ T , it is easily seen that
and in general, the former is much smaller than the later.
By the above discussion, the total time complexity of our algorithm for constructing variable-rate network MDS codes is smaller than that of Yang et al.s' algorithm. Particularly, for our algorithm, the encoding time complexity at the source node is smaller (in general much smaller) than that of Yang et al.s' algorithm. This index of the encoding time complexity at the source node time is also very important, in particular, when the local encoding kernels at all internal nodes are fixed.
In addition, during the above analysis of time complexity, it is assumed that the complexity of any arithmetic in the base finite field is O(1) regardless of field sizes. Actually, the cost of arithmetic in a small field is smaller than that in a bigger one. Together with the above conclusion that the field size in our algorithm is smaller than that of others, our proposed algorithm has more advantage in time complexity.
C. Decoding Algorithms
In [15] , Yang et al. gave two decoding principles by using the concept of the minimum weight (refer to [15, Definitions 2 and 3]), which are similar to the minimum distance decoding principle. This minimum distance decoding problem (usually called nearest codeword problem) is known to be NP-hard for classical linear codes which can be regarded as special linear network error correction codes. Moreover, as mentioned in [14] and [18] , our algorithm can make use of the better and faster decoding algorithms proposed by Zhang, Yan, and Balli in a series of papers [14] , [20] , [32] such as the brute force decoding algorithm and, particularly, the statistical decoding algorithm. Further consider the case of decoding in packet networks [20] and [32] , in which all messages such as X i , 1 ≤ i ≤ ω, and Z e ,Ũ e , e ∈ E, are column vectors over the base field F , all scalar components in a message vector share the same extended global encoding kernels, and the decoding principle is applied to each of them. For this packet case, our algorithm has more advantages on decoding network error correction codes beyond the error correction capability, even beyond the minimum distance.
V. RANDOM VARIABLE-RATE NETWORK MDS CODES

A. Probabilistic Analysis of Random Variable-Rate Network MDS Codes
At present, as described in [15] and [24] , there are roughly two classes of network error correction coding. One class is called coherent network error correction if the sink nodes know the network topology as well as the network codes used in transmission. Otherwise, the network error correction without this assumption is called noncoherent network error correction. Specifically, for this noncoherent model, it is assumed that all nodes, particularly the source and sink nodes, have no knowledge of the network topology or the specific network code used in the network. In addition, the internal nodes in the network are unaware of the used error-correcting code at the source node, and just create outgoing packets as random linear combinations of incoming packets in the usual manner of random network coding. When using the deterministic construction of linear network codes such as [3] and [5] , the network transmission is usually regarded as coherent, and when using random network coding such as [29] and [30] , the network transmission is usually considered to be noncoherent.
Here the main idea of random network coding is that when a node (maybe the source node s) receives the messages from its all incoming channels, for each outgoing channel, it randomly and uniformly picks the encoding coefficients from the base field F , uses them to encode the received messages, and transmits the encoded messages over the outgoing channel. In other words, the local coding coefficients k d,e are independently and uniformly distributed random variables taking values in the base field F . However, it is possible to use noncoherent transmission for deterministically constructed linear network codes and use coherent transmission for randomly constructed linear network codes.
When the noncoherent network error correction is under consideration, for the problem discussed in this paper, the deterministic constructive algorithm may not be used since the network topology is unknown. So the above random method is also applied to noncoherent network error correction, and the LNEC codes constructed by this method are called random LNEC codes. Furthermore, we give the following theorem which characterizes a lower bound on the success probability for constructing two local-kernel-preserving and variable-rate network MDS codes by using the random method.
Theorem 12: Consider noncoherent network error correction coding on a single source multicast network G. Using random method to construct two local-kernel-preserving network MDS codes with respective dimensions ω and ω − 1, then the success probability Pr(C ω ∩ C ω−1 ) for constructing such two codes is lower bounded by
where again δ t = C t − ω, and J is the set of internal nodes in G. This further indicates that two local-kernel-preserving network MDS codes with respective dimensions ω and ω − 1 can be constructed with high probability close to one by random method, if the size of the base field F is sufficiently large. Proof: By [18, Th. 11], we know the probability Pr(C ω ) that ω-dimensional network MDS codes are constructed by the random method is lower bounded by:
Together with Pr(C ω ∩ C ω−1 ) = Pr(C ω )Pr(C ω−1 |C ω ), it suffices to take the probability Pr(C ω−1 |C ω ) into account. We randomly and uniformly pick an (ω − 1)-dimensional column vector k from F ω−1 , i.e., k is a uniformly distributed random vector taking values in F ω−1 . By Lemma 6, it follows that, if
: e ∈ E} constitutes an (ω − 1)-dimensional network MDS code and its local encoding kernel at each nonsource node is the same as that of C ω . Thus, we have (19) and denote by P( k) the RHS probability in (19) . Further it is not difficult to obtain
Combining the inequalities (18), (19) and (20), one obtains a lower bound on the success probability:
Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that both Pr(C ω ) → 1 and P( k) → 1 as |F | → ∞ from (18) and (20) , respectively. Therefore, for sufficiently large base field F , an ω-dimensional and an (ω − 1)-dimensional network MDS codes with the same local encoding kernel at each non-source node can be constructed by random method with high probability close to one. This accomplishes the proof.
Together with Corollary 9, the above theorem leads to the following corollary immediately.
Corollary 13: Using random method to construct two localkernel-preserving network MDS codes with dimensions ω and ω−1 respectively, then the success probability Pr(C ω ∩C ω−1 ) for constructing such two codes satisfies:
, and further for general cases with C t ≤ |E| 2 for all sink nodes t ∈ T ,
where again J is the set of internal nodes in G.
For constructing a family of local-kernel-preserving and variable-rate network MDS codes by the random method, we similarly have the following corollary.
Corollary 14: A family of local-kernel-preserving and variable-rate network MDS codes can be constructed with high probability close to one by the random method, if the size of the base field F is sufficiently large.
In [10] , the authors proposed a further research problem that is the performance analysis of randomly designed codes for variable-rate linear network coding. Actually, the discussions in this section analyze the performance of randomly designed network MDS codes for our variable-rate network error correction problem, which is more complicated and has more requirements than variable-rate linear network coding problem. Therefore, our analysis method also can be applied to characterize the performance of randomly designed variablerate linear network codes.
In [28] , Cai proposed a strongly generic property. To be specific, a linear network code is strongly generic if for all non-empty subset of the index set of network inputs, and all channel-subsets ξ ⊆ E of size not larger than | |, the following condition holds: f e, , e ∈ ξ, are linearly independent, if for all e ∈ ξ , it is satisfied that:
where f e, is a | |-dimensional column vector consisting of the components of the global encoding kernel f e labeled by the elements in , called -partial global encoding kernel of the channel e. Cai also indicated that a random linear network code is strongly generic with high probability for sufficiently large base fields. In addition, strongly generic linear network codes are Singleton bound achievable (see [28, Corollary 4.5] ) and thus have good performance in network error correction. 3 Combining the above, this implies that optimal network error correction codes can be constructed with high probability by random method for sufficiently large base field, which is equivalent to the above corollary in this sense. Actually, as mentioned in [28] , strongly generic linear network codes have good performance not only in network error correction but also in network security (see [28, Corollary 4.8] ). The reason is that the strongly generic property is a very strong condition, in particular, more than enough for network error correction discussed herein. Conceivably, in order to design a deterministic strongly generic linear network code by random method, a much larger finite field should be requested.
B. Comparisons With Other Frameworks for Network Error Correction
For this noncoherent network transmission model, Koettor, Kschischang, and Silva formulated a different framework of network error correction coding, i.e., subspace coding mentioned in Section I, in a series of papers [16] , [17] , [25] , [33] .
Another important class of errors are injected corrupt errors from malicious attacks, called Byzantine adversaries [21] [22] [23] , [34] , which is usually considered to be an information security or cryptographic problem. In addition to applying some cryptographic techniques to combat Byzantine attacks (e.g. [21] , [35] , [36] ), network error correction technique is also a possible approach to deal with this problem by treating the corrupt messages as errors such as [23] , [34] , [37] , and [38] . In particular, Jaggi et al. in [23] presented a similar Omniscient Adversary Model for the noncoherent network transmission, in which the adversary can inject a fixed amount of corrupt messages into the network. Furthermore, a rate-optimal end-to-end and polynomial-time decodable algorithm is proposed for this model. This algorithm is based on probabilistic arguments. In contrast, both Koetter et al.'s and our coding schemes take more algebraic and combinatorial approaches to the network error control problem.
Therefore, even though their models and settings have some differences, it is worth to discuss the above three different network error control techniques, respectively called Koetter et al.'s subspace coding scheme, Jaggi et al.'s coding scheme, and our coding scheme, because the applied underlying network error control technologies are, in essence, decisive and critical for their distinguishing characteristics, which largely determine the differences when applying them into the proposed variable-rate network error correction problem. In fact, some comparisons have been given in [20] .
1) Information Rate: In network transmissions with network coding, we will show that with the same error correction capability, all maximum information rates allowed for these three network error correction techniques are optimal or nearly optimal.
We firstly assume that at most r errors may occur everywhere in the network. For our coding scheme, to guarantee r errors corrected, the minimum distance d for every sink node has to satisfy the inequality d−1 2 ≥ r , subsequently, d ≥ 2r +1. By the refined Singleton bound (see Proposition 2), the information rate satisfies ω = C min − d + 1 ≤ C min − 2r , 4 where optimal information rate of C min −2r could be achieved by network MDS codes. For Jaggi et al.'s coding scheme, the authors in [23] proposed a probabilistic algorithm which could achieves the optimal information rate of C min − 2r with high probability (see [23, Th. 2] ). For Koetter et al.'s subspace coding scheme, review the corresponding refined Singletonlike bound:
where A q [n, 2d, C min ] denotes the maximum number of codewords in a constant-dimension code with dimension C min and minimum subspace distance 2d, and n is the packet length, always large enough such that n −C min > C min . Together with the code constructions [16] , [17] , this bound is approached asymptotically, which further implies that the optimal rate of C min − 2r is approached asymptotically. 4 Herein C min is the minimum of the minimum cut capacities amongst all sink nodes t ∈ T , i.e., C min = min all sinks t C t .
In addition, it is valuable to mention that, although the optimal rate can be achieved nearly by the three coding techniques, or equivalently, all of them can correct the same maximum number of errors by using the same information rate, the concerned errors have some difference, which possibly affect their network error correction capabilities. To be specific, for the subspace coding scheme, since codewords are vector spaces, the optimal rate is nearly achieved only if the length n of transmitted packets is larger than 2C min as mentioned above. Thus, what they consider is packet network error correction coding. Similarly, Jaggi et al.'s coding scheme is also packet network error correction coding. In packet network error correction coding, an error occurring on some channel e means the transmitted packet on e changed, even just one particular component in the packet changed. We say it a packet error. In addition, since both Koetter et al.'s and Jaggi et al.'s coding schemes are only able to correct packet errors, they can resist at most r packet errors. In contrast, our coding scheme is scalar network error correction coding, that is, the transmitted message on each channel is allowed to be a scalar for every transmissions, since a codeword is a vector in the space domain and a scalar in the time domain. In other words, it is allowed that the packet length n is equal to 1. For this type of scalar network error correction coding, an error occurring on the channel e means that the transmitted scalar message on e is not correct. Further, if the packet length n > 1, it is easy to see that our scalar network coding scheme for n = 1 can immediately be extended to n > 1 by applying this scheme n times in a component-wise fashion. Conceivably, the kind of component-wise scheme actually have stronger network error correction capability, because our coding scheme can resist component-wise errors, that is, error patterns for different components of the packets are allowed to be distinct as long as the total numbers of errors in every error pattern is not larger than r .
2) Field Size: For our proposed variable-rate network error correction problem, since Jaggi et al.'s coding scheme and Koetter et al.'s subspace coding scheme don't rely on the network topology and the used network code, it is just necessary to construct optimal codes for different rates regardless of the underlying network topology and the used random network code, which boils down to the design problem of optimal codes of different rates.
Jaggi et al. provide a rate-optimal end-to-end algorithm, which could be considered as rate-optimal end-to-end codes. Further, their approach is based on probabilistic arguments, and requires both the field size and the packet length to be sufficiently large to guarantee a high probability of decoding successfully and a low probability of errors. To be specific, by [23] , the success probability for constructing an optimal code with information rate ω is lower bounded by:
where q is the field size, n is still the packet length, and is an arbitrary small positive number. Thus, both q and n must be large enough such that the two terms of the above (21) larger than zero, which implies that Jaggi et al.'s algorithm can construct an optimal code of information rate ω. Specifically, the required field size for constructing such an optimal code successfully is at least |E| t ∈T |E| C t −ω , which is larger than t ∈T |E| C t −ω > t ∈T |R t (δ t )|, the field size for our constructive algorithm (also see [18] ), even for the variable-rate case. However, in order to guarantee a high success probability, the field size q must be sufficiently large for both coding schemes. Besides that, the packet length n must be also sufficiently large for Jaggi et al.'s algorithm.
For Koetter et al.'s subspace coding scheme, perhaps a relatively small finite field can be applied. Under the consideration of encoding and decoding operations, a finite field F q C min is sufficient, where q is a prime power. It is known that the field size which can be chosen as the minimum required for multicasting is larger than or equal to the number of sink nodes, i.e., q ≥ |T |. Therefore, the field size larger than |T | C min is sufficiently for Koetter et al.'s subspace coding scheme. However, applying a relatively small field probably results in the failure of the inner random network coding used for network transmission [29] , [30] . In other words, even no random or corrupt errors occurring, the dimension of the received space at a sink node cannot reach the dimension of the transmitted space at the source node. In fact, the operations of the inner random linear network code are based on the field F q , which makes matters worse. In order to achieve a high success probability of random network coding, a large field is necessary [29] , [30] . Concretely, a tight upper bound on the failure probability P e of random network coding is given in [30] as follows:
where again C min = min t ∈T C t and J is the set of internal nodes in networks. 5 Further, assuming that the failure probability of random network coding doesn't exceed a small positive value , we can obtain a lower bound on the field size by a simple calculation in the inequality (22) , that is,
which, conceivably, is always much larger than |T |, the number of sink nodes. For the previous Example 1 (see Fig. 1 ), if we restrict = 0.1 and consider ω = 1, we can obtain q = |F q | ≈ 8 by a simple calculation and hence the required 5 In general, it follows that C min − ω |J |. So we just take this case into account herein. finite field F q C min = F 8 3 of size 512. By Example 1, we know that the field F 3 is sufficient.
3) Complexity: By [23] , the computational cost of Jaggi et al.'s coding scheme takes time O(n 3 C 3 min ), again n being the packet length. Similarly, for our coding scheme, the computational cost is dominated by solving a series of systems of linear equations, taking time O( |E| r C 3 min ), which is linear in the number of channels as mentioned in [20] . Further, the subspace codes are designed with more algebraic and combinatorial structures, which will be of benefit to the design of efficient decoding algorithms. This is more similar to classical algebraic error-correcting codes. The authors in [16] and [17] respectively give two efficient decoding algorithms, costing time O((n + C min ) 2 ) and O((2r + 1)C min ) in the extension field F q C min , respectively. Furthermore, when the variablerate network error correction problem is involved, for the subspace coding scheme, the source node in the network has to record all subspace codes corresponding to different information rates, as well as Jaggi et al.'s coding scheme; for our coding scheme proposed in the paper, the source node just needs to select a column vector k randomly, and then do some simple calculations. This shows that our approach economizes the storage space and saves time for the transmission on networks. Table I summarizes some quantitative comparisons we discussed above.
Notice that both Koetter et al.'s subspace coding scheme and Jaggi et al.'s coding scheme are oblivious to the underlying linear network codes (LNCs) used, which is constructed by random method. In other words, the code designs at the source node and the LNCs used inside networks are separated. Thus, in order to cope with variable-rate network error correction problem, whether the underlying LNCs are changed or not, or equivalently, whether the local encoding kernels at internal nodes are preserving or not, both schemes design different codes for different rates, which means that all codes for different rates are independent. In contrast, for our coding scheme, the coding design at the source node and the construction of underlying LNCs are correlated, and the linear operations at the source node for different rates are also correlated. This is an important difference in coping with this variable-rate network error correction problem. Actually, for our coding scheme, it is also feasible to directly apply the random scheme [14] , [18] , [30] for each rate and not consider underlying LNCs. But similarly, this approach is still going to cost more storage space at the source node and more complexity for coding design.
Moreover, for Jaggi et al.'s coding scheme, another important but imperceptible difference on the model worth to note is that, actually, there always exists some shared information between the source node and the sinks which are not trans-
